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The large scale spatial correlations in a dilute solution of long chain molecules are dominated by excluded 
volume effects. We extend the field-theoretic methods of Des Cloizeaux and De Gennes to describe these 
correlations. We derive general scaling laws which the experimentally measured correlation functions must 
obey. The dependence on (scattering) wave number, concentration, and chain length is thereby reduced to a 
function of two variables. This function may moreover be calculated via well-studied approximations, 
leaving only an excluded volume parameter and a microscopic length parameter. Using the scaling law, we 
derive several experimentally observed power laws for parameters such as the radius of gyration, including 
limiting behavior for small overlap (independent chains), large overlap, and large wave vector. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The properties of long-chain polymers in solution are 
often found experimentally to obey simple power laws 
as functions of chain length and concentration. 1a For 
instance, the radius of gyration R of an isolated chain 
appears to vary with the number of monomers N ac-
cording to 
R =KN" , (1) 
where II'" O. 6 and K is an arbitrary constant. The ex-
ponent II is believed to take the same value independent 
of the nature of the chain or the solvent. The only re-
quirements are that the chains not overlap, that the 
temperature be high enough to assure good solvation, 1b 
and that the number of monomers be suffiCiently large. 
Behavior similar to this has also been observed in com-
puter studies of the self-avoiding random walk. 2 
Usually the explanation of these phenomena follows 
ideas of Flory.3 Recently, however, DeGennes4 and 
Des CloizeauxS have proposed a new theory to explain 
these "excluded volume" effects. Their treatment 
shows that certain correlations in a solution of chains 
may be calculated using a classical field theory of the 
same type used to study phase-transition models like 
the Ising model. When applied to phase transitions, 
the field theory explains the origin of critical exponents 
and other critical phenomena. 6 Applied to the polymer 
system, the field theory explains the occurrence of 
power laws like Eq. (1). In particular, the exponent ~ 
defined above emerges as a critical exponent. 
The work of Des Cloizeaux and of Emery7 makes it 
clear that the excluded volume problem is closely re-
lated to the random medium problem, 6 the percolation 
problem, 9 and the spin glass problem. lOa 
In the present paper we extend the work of Des 
Cloizeaux and DeGennes. Their work shows how the 
field theory may be used to calculate the correlations 
between the end points of chains. Our work shows in 
addition how to calculate the correlations between arbi-
trary points of the chain(s). This is important because 
these latter correlations are the only type measurable 
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in current experiments. Further, there is currently 
some disagreement10b,ll over what form the experimen-
tal correlations should take. In the following section we 
define the correlations to be studied in terms of a suit-
able model of the polymer system due to Edwards. 12 
Then we display the field theory and explain how it is 
used to calculate polymer correlations. We indicate 
how the field theory may be renormalized and how 
scaling laws for the correlations emerge from this re-
normalized field theory. Finally, we use standard 
field theoretic results to discuss the behavior of our 
scaling functions for small and large wave number and 
concentration. (We use the short-distance expansion of 
Wilson13 and Kadanoff14 to discuss the large wave num-
ber behavior.) The theory contains only two adjustable 
parameters, and it thus predicts strong interrelations 
among the results of different experiments. 
The behavior observed experimentallyll is consistent 
with these general predictions as far as the authors are 
aware. But more importantly, the machinery thus de-
veloped allows the exponent II to be calculated approxi-
mately.15 Indeed, the same approximations may be 
used to calculate explicitly the correlations which are 
observed in scattering experiments. The most common 
approximation is the expansion in (d - 4), where d is 
the dimension of space, as developed by Wilson6 and 
Brezin et al. 16,17 Our calculations using this approxi-
mation are in progress. 
At present our theory (as well as that of Des Cloizeaux 
and DeGennes) has a shortcoming that should be noted. 
We assume that the monomers are in a chemical equi-
librium characterized by a monomer chemical poten-
tial; this entails a broad (poly-disperse) distribution of 
chain lengths. By contrast, most experiments are per-
formed on a sharply peaked length distribution. Thus, 
some of our more detailed predictions may not apply to 
these experiments. 
II. POLYMER CORRELATIONS 
In describing the large-scale properties of our poly-
mer solution, we do not expect the chemical details of 
the chain structure or of the interaction between mono-
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FIG. 1. A typical configura-
tion of one chain with N ~ 8. 
I(S) 
I(O] 
mers to be important. Accordingly, we shall use a 
well-accepted model18 in which microscopic chemical 
features of the polymers are included in a schematic 
way. We consider a system of m polymers in solution 
in a volume n. Each chain i consists of Nj links of 
mean square length 2dZ 2, and its configuration is deter-
mined by fixing the endpoints of all links {rj(O), r j(I), 
0", rj(Nj)} (Fig. 1). The cohesive energy associated 
with each chain ("Gaussian chains") is 
N 
Ho[N, r(O), ... , r(N)] = 4~2 {; [r(Jt) - r(Jt -1)]2 (2) 
The interaction energy of the system is due to a repul-
sive,19 short-range potential V(x) between any two 
pOints of chains: 
m Ni Ni 
HI =~ j~l f; f,; V[rj(Jt) - rj.(Jt')] . (3) 
The total energy H is thus 
m 
H= L Ho[NiI rj(O),"', rj(Nj)] +HI • (4) 
;=1 
The partition function Z(N1,'" ,Nm ) of the chains is de-
fined by 
m N~ 
= In (4Z2rr)-N~d/2 AI!ddr~(Jt~)e-H, (5) 
where d denotes the dimension of space and the temper-
ature has been set to unity. 
In the sequel we shall be concerned with field-theo-
retic techniques for calculating the correlations in this 
system. In order to apply these techniques we must 
transform to the grand canonical ensembleo We allow 
all numbers m of chains but associate with each chain a 
weighting factor l2hV2o [This peculiar form of the 
weighting factor is motivated by the field theoryo The 
chemical potential for chains is of course proportional 
to :-10g(Z2h~/2).] We allow all lengths of chains, but 
associate with each length Nj a weighting factor e-{Nj. 
(It is at this point that we confine ourselves to an en-
semble of chains with equilibrium chain-length distri-
butiono) The partition function for the system now be-
comes 
~ (Z2 'h2)m 
Z(s,ho)=L "20 
m=O ml 
~ L e-C(N1+·"+Nm>Z(N1,·· 0 ,Nm). 
Nt t ···,Nm=l 
(6) 
As usual, we may recover the expectation value of m by 
differentiating W=[logZ(s, ho)Jln: 
(m) aw ,aw 
n a In(Z2hV2) = "2ho aho . (7) 
We may find the expectation value of the total length of 
all the chains by differentiating W with respect to s: 
The left-hand side of this equation is equal to C/, the 
link concentration, while the quantity (m)/n above is 
the concentration of chains Cpo 
(8) 
In order to define correlations, it is helpful to intro-
duce the density functionals a j (x) and pj (x)o Thus, for 
example, the average density of endpoints of the first 
chain at location x can be expressed as 
(a1(x) =..!. t (l2i~~)m t e-C(N1''' Nm ) 




Evidently, the total density of endpoints (2Cp ) can be 
expressed as (a(x), where 
~ 




In similar fashion, we may define a functional pj (x), 
whose expectation value gives the density of any pOint 
along the ith chain at location x: 
{ ~~:1 o[rj(Jt) -x] p. (x) = 
t 0 i >m 
The total density of links C/ is then (p(x), where 
p(x)=~pj(x). 
(11) 
Now the quantities observed in scattering experiments 
are related to correlations of the density at different 
locations. In an experiment where every monomer 
scatters equally, the amount of scattering at wave vec-
tor k is proportional to lo(k), the Fourier transform of 
the cumulant (p(x)p(O) _ (p(O)2: 
X[(p(X')p(X)-(p(0)2]. (12) 
Part of the intensity 10 arises from correlations be-
tween different parts of the same chain. Defining ia as 
the scattering due to one chain only, we find 
O(k +k'lia(k) = ~ (2rr)-2d f ddX f ddX' e ikx elk ' x' 
p 
(13) 
This "autocorrelation intensity" ia can be measured by 
modifying the chains so that only a limiting small frac-
tion of them cause scattering. In principle one may 
measure the correlations between the ends of chains by 
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using chains in which only the ends cause scattering. 
If all the ends scattered equally, the intensity would be 
proportional to Ie, defined like 10 with p replaced by u 
everywhere. The autocorrelation part of Ie is denoted 
by iea and is defined like ia with p replaced by u. In 
principle it too is measurable. 
We note that the grand canonical ensemble can be 
readily extended to include solutions of several species 
of chains. In that case we would have a separate {; and 
ho parameter for each species. 
III. POLYMER FIELD THEORY 
Des CloizeauxS and DeGennes4 have shown that the 
Edwards model for polymers described above is mathe-
matically equivalent to a certain classical field theory. 
At every point in space a vector <p",(x) is defined, where 
Ct labels the n vector components. The energy of a 
configuration is given by a Lagrangian of the form 
L[<p] =~ f ddX ~ {{;/l2 [<p", (X)]2 + I V<p",(x)j2} 
)d 4 J n 
+ (21T 8 r ddX J ddX' L <p",(X)2 V(x _Xi) 
0:,8=1 
X <P1l(X')2 - f ddX hO<P1 (x) • (14) 
The partition function Zn({;, ho) of the field theory is as 
usual the weighted sum over all configurations: 
(15) 
The configuration integral is a sum over all functions 
<p",(x) within the volume n. 
This field theory for n = 1, 2, and 3 has been widely 
used to represent bulk matter near a second-order 
phase transition. 6,16 For example, to represent an 
isotropic ferromagnet, one takes d =n = 3. Then {; rep-
resents the temperature and ho the magnetic field. Des 
Cloizeaux and DeGennes have shown that in the limit of 
long chains the polymer model corresponds to an n - 0 
limit of this field theory. Thus W({;, ho) defined above 
Eq. (7) is given by 
nW({;, ho) '" lim[lnZn({;, ho)] • (16) 
n~O 
The limit requires that we give a meaning to Zn({;, ho) 
even when n is not a natural number. This proves pos-
sible if we calculate Z by the usual Wick perturbation 
expansion (Feynman diagrams) in powers of V(r).20 In 
(al (b I 
FIG. 2. Diagrams for Wn(t, ho 
(a) a diagram whose value is 
proportional to n; (b) a dia-
gram independent of n, which 
contributes to W(l;, ho) for 
n = o. Solid lines de note free 
propagators; broken lines 
denote factors of - V(r' - r)/8, 
where r' and r are the end-
pOints of the broken lines. 
Crosses, x, denote factors of 
h o• 
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FIG. 3. Typical diagrams for 
various correlation functions. 
Diagrams a and b contribute 
to Ie; diagram b also contrib·· 
utes to iea . Diagrams c and 
d contribute to 10; diagram d 
also contributes to i a• 
that case each term in the expansion has an explicit 
polynomial dependence on n, and the meaning of the 
n- 0 limit is unambiguous. 21 The diagrammatic mean-
ing of the n-O limit is indicated in Fig. 2. Here we 
note that a general diagram contains loops of <p '" propa-
gators, and after summing over the n possible values 
of Ct, each loop gives a contribution proportional to n. 
Thus the limit n - 0 means precisely that all such loops 
are absent from the diagrams. The only propagator 
lines that remain are those which terminate at an ho 
vertex. It is suggestive to regard each diagram as a 
schematic picture of some of the configurations of the 
system. Each <p propagator line represents a polymer, 
and the dotted interaction lines represent the repulsion 
acting between arbitrary pOints of the various polymers. 
A detailed examinationS bears out this interpretation. 
The two-point correlation of rp is found to be propor-
tional to the intensity function Ie; indeed, 
(u(x )u(x') - (u(O )2 = h~ lim[ (rp1 (x )rp1 (x' )n - (rp1 (0 )~] , (17) 
n~O 
where again the limit n - 0 is taken after the correla-
tions have been computed from diagrams valid for gen-
eral n. The diagrammatic representations of the rp-rp 
correlations are illustrated in Fig. 3. In calculating 
the autocorrelation function we must guarantee that it 
is the ends of the same chain that scatter. Des 
Cloizeaux has shown that this can easily be done by 
asking for the correlations between field components 
rp",(x) which do not couple to the field ho [rp2(X), for 
instance]. Properly normalized his result reads 
It u; (x)u; (x')\ =h~lim(<p2(x)rp2(x')n • 
\-j,l 'j n~O 
(18) 
Diagrammatically, one simply sums that subset of 
(rp(x)rp(x') diagrams which have the two external end-
points rp(x) and rp(x') on the same line. On the other 
hand, in normal field theories with n = 2, 3, ... the 
rp2-<P2 correlation is the transverse correlation. 
We may now extend Des Cloizeaux's field theory to 
treat the experimentally observed intensities 10 and ia • 
To compute 10 we require the Fourier transform of 
(P(x)p(x') - (p)2. This correlation is the (suitably nor-
malized) sum over all configurations with the constraint 
that some point of a chain pass through x and some point 
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pass through x' . To find the field theory analog of such 
a sum, it is suggestive to include just those Feynman 
diagrams for which some propagator (polymer) line 
passes through x and some line passes through x' (Fig. 
3). This is just the structure found in diagrams for 
(cp2(X)cp2(X'). The exact statement proves to be 
(P(x)p(x') - (P(0)2 
=Z-4lim[(ilcp(xWilcp(x'W)n-(ilcpI2)~J, (19) 
n-O 
where I cp 12 denotes 2:", cp~. The autocorrelation part 
(2: 1 PI (X)Pi (x') is given by that subset of diagrams for 
(i 1 cp (x) 12 i 1 cp (x') 12) in which both cp2 insertions occur on 
the same polymer line. We can find a closed-form ex-
pression for the autocorrelation by copying the proce-
dure used experimentally. We introduce a second field 
cp'(x) into the Lagrangian to represent a second species 
of chain, whose concentration is taken to be very small. 
Then the autocorrelation of our original system can be 
expressed as (i 1 cp I (x) 12 i 1 cp' (x') 12). We explain this 
more fully in Appendix A. 
Equation (19) may be established rigorously by allow-
ing the chemical potential {; to depend on position x. We 
specify how this is done in Appendix A. Then since 
{;(x) is conjugate to p(x), we have 
)
2 oOW 
(p(X)p(O) - (p(O ) O{;(X)O{;(O)' 
However, the same derivative is defined in the field 
theory: 
(20) 
O{;(~~Il~O) = Z-4[(i I cp(X) 12 i I cp(O) 12)n - (i I cp(O) 12)~J. (21) 
Now taking the limit n-O, we obtain Eq. (19).22 
In diagrams for Wand the correlation functions I, 
certain basic pieces appear repeatedly; these special 
pieces are given the name "vertex functions." The ver-
tex functions contain all the essential physiCS of the re-
normalization symmetry, and they are more manage-
able than the Wand I functions themselves. A typical 
vertex function is the "four-point function" or "effec-
tive four-point coupling" r(0.4) (PI' P2, Pa, P4; {;). It is 
defined as the sum of all "irreducible" pieces of Feyn-
man diagrams at chemical potential {; having four ver-
tices where propagator legs may be attached. Irreduc-
ible pieces are those which cannot be separated into 
disconnected parts by cutting a single propagator line. 
The wave numbers PI ..• P4 are conjugate to the posi-
tions of the four vertices. For our discussion we must 
consider the general r(L.N') (ql'" qL;PI··· PN" {;), 
which has L cp2 vertices as well as N' places where 
propagator (polymer) lines may be attached. [The two-
point vertex r(0.2) (PI - P, {;) contains an added noninter-
acting term p2 + (,1Z2.J Vertex functions are discussed 
in detail, for example, in Ref. 23. 
We may construct W({;, ho) and the intensity functions 
I directly from algebraic combinations of the vertex 
functions. We introduce a parameter Mo = aW({;, ho)/aho 
and we define Mo-dependent vertex functions as generat-
ing functions for our original r's: 
~ M" 
:= L -fr~L.N'·")(ql·· 0 qL;Pl'" PN" 0, ... 0, {;). (22) 
"=0 v. 
Next we define the autocorrelation part r~;;·N') ({qi}; 
{Pj}, {;, Mo) as that subset of the diagrams for r~L.N') 
( •• 0 , Mo) for which all the L +N' external vertices oc-
cur on the same polymer. line. 
Now the connection of the r~L.N·) to physical quanti-
ties is as follows. First the function W is the Legendre 
transform of r~o.O) as derived in Ref. 23: 
(23) 
Using the properties of Legendre transformation we may 
. t f d . t' f r(O 0) re-express Cp and C1 m erms 0 enva Ives 0 '. 
For example, Cp is proportional to r(O.I) at zero mo-
mentum: 
C (=hO aW)=MOr(O.l)(J- M ) = hoMo . 
p 2 aho 2 b " , 0 2 
(24) 
Similarly, 
CI=z-2r~1.0)(q=0,{;,Mo) • (24') 
The end-point correlations can be shown to be inversely 
proportional to the two pOint function: 
Ie(P) = 2C~ [~5 r~0.2)(p, _ P, {;, Mo~_l , (24") 
iea(P) =2Cp [~~ r~~·2)(p, -P, {;,Mo)r (24"') 
The full density correlations are more complicated: 
) -4{ (20)( ) [r~l.l)(p, -P, {;,MoW} Io(p =Z -rb' P,-P,{;,Mo + r~O.2)(P,-P,{;,Mo) , 
. ) 1 {r(20)( J-M) [rt!·I)(P,-P,{;,MoW} 
ta(P =CpZ4 - ba' p,-p,,,, 0 + r~~.2)(p,-P,{;,Mo) . 
(25) 
We illustrate the meaning of one of these expressions 
by the use of skeleton diagrams in Fig. 4. 
IV. SCALING LAWS 
The renormalization symmetry of the vertex functions 
arises in the regime where the length scales of interest 
_rall,Ol(p) + r11,ll 1 rl'l'() 
111 lex (p) r(Olll la P) 
lex p) 
c9=~+~ 
Mo = --f) 
FIG. 4. Skeleton diagrams for Cpia(P). Each qJ2 insertion and 
each external line is at wave number p. Open circles denote 
all diagrams with the indicated structure (with weighting fac-
tor ho at the end of each polymer line). Shaded circles denote 
irreducible diagrams (with weighting factor Mo at the end of 
each polymer line). A diagrammatic representation for Mo 
(= 8 W /8ho) is also shown. One readily verifies that a diagram 
belonging to the set on the left side must have the form of 
either the first or the second term on the right side. 
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are much longer than both the length 1 of a link and the 
range of V(x). The physical phenomena of interest are 
not spoiled by taking V(x) to be zero range: 
(26) 
where the wave number A is defined below, and go is a 
dimensionless coupling constant. This chOice creates 
unphysical singularities due to integrations over large 
intermediate wave vectors (small distances) in the dia-
grams, which are regularized by introducing a cutoff 
wave vector A as an upper bound in momentum (wave 
vector) integrations. There exist methods to subtract 
the singular parts of the diagrams in such a way that 
firstly the long-range behavior of interest remains un-
changed, and secondly, the limit A - 00 can be taken in 
the subtracted theoryo There exists a continuum of 
these "renormalization" methods, characterized by an 
arbitrary parameter J.1. with dimensions of a wave num-
ber. One then finds that the bare vertex functions are 
proportional to the renormalized ones, through two di-
mensionless factors z and Z2, which depend only on go 
and J.1./A 24: 
r~L,N')(q1'" PN'; t,Mo, go, A) 
= (Z2/Z)"L Z-N'/2 rkL,N')(q1' ••• ,PN; t, M, g*, J.1.) 
x [1 + (corrections)] . (27) 
The r R'S can be calculated by a diagrammatic proce-
dure similar to that for the rb's, except that one re-
places M o, t, and go by M, t, and g*. The M and t 
prove to be linearly related to their bare counterparts: 
(27') 
The effective coupling constant g* is independent of goo 
It depends only on the structure of the diagrams and the 
dimension of space. Thus in the n-component field the-
ory, 16 
* (2rr)dr(d/2) _6_ r,1 (3(n + 14)!) ( 2)1 
g 2~/2 n+8 Et + (n+8? -2 E:+ t) E 'J' 
(27" ) 
and for the polymer field theory we set n =0. The "cor-
rections" in Eq. (27) vanish in the limit t/ A2, J.1./ A, 
M/ A1- E/ 2 - 0, and we shall ignore them for the moment. 
The "critical chemical potential" tc depends only on go. 
The renormalization of the autocorrelation parts r~;,N') 
follows the same law with the same renormalization 
constants as does the full r~L,N'). 
Equation (27) implies that a change in J.1. can be com-
pensated by a change of the scale factors Z2/Z and z, 
since the left side cannot depend on the renormalization 
parameter J.1.. We may use the relation between J.1. and 
the z's to make explicit the dependence of the r R on one 
of its arguments. We can eliminate a second argument 
from the r R by using dimensional analysiso As a result, 
we can express r1L,N') in terms of a function F(L,N') 
having two fewer arguments: 
rkL,N')({qj}; {Pj}, t,M, J.1.) 
= J.1.d-!N' /2)(d-2)-2L (g* )N' /2-1 WN'B-Vd+L F(L,N') ({Q;}; {PJ}; y) , 
where wand yare dimensionless parameters defined by 
[ 
M2 J-1/2B 
W= g*~ J1 -E , (28') 
and Q i and P j are rescaled wave vectors: 
(28") 
The exponents v and {3 are critical exponents to be 
calculated from the renormalization factors. For ex-
ample, 
The quantities v and ii are independent of go, since 
otherwise the r R' s would depend on go. 
(29) 
The scaling law of Eq. (28) expresses the renormal-
ization symmetry in a concrete way. Only its structure 
arises from the symmetry; the symmetry says nothing 
about the "scaling functions" F(L,N') or about the values 
of the exponents v and {3. To determine these one must 
study the renormalized field theory in more detail. We 
merely note here that the same well-studied techniques 
used to estimate these objects in phase-transition prob-
lems can be applied directly to the polymer problem. 
Indeed, DeGennes4 has already estimated v'" 0.597 using 
the technique of expanding in (4 -d)o Since the expo-
nents and scaling functions are purely properties of the 
tenormalized theory, they are not affected by the chemi-
cal details of the polymer system: they are "universal. " 
tn the present work we shall limit ourselves to general 
consequences of the scaling lawo We now deduce the 
scaling laws obeyed by the polymer variables as a con-
sequence of Eqo (28)0 
We could carry through the transformation to polymer 
variables directly in the renormalized formalism. We 
prefer however to transform back to the bare vertex 
functions in order to eliminate the unphysical parame-
ter J.1.. For this purpose we have to know the depen-
dence of the renormalization factors on J.1./ A. The 
method, which essentially consists in integrating rela-
tions like Eqo (29), is described in Ref. 25. The re-
sult for z (go, J.1./ A) derived there reads in our case 
A» J.1. , 
where A1 is a dimensionless constant of integration 
which may depend on go. The method can easily be 
modified to yield 
(30) 
(31) 
We now are in a position to describe the transformations 
from the renormalized variables y, w to the (bare) poly-
mer variables CI , Cp (or Cil N). Equation (27) yields 
(32) 
Using this, CI can be written in terms of the scaling 
(28) function F(O,O)(y): 
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where 
The concentration Cp can also be written in terms of 
F(O,O): 
C =Mo _a_r(O,O) =M _a_r(O,O) =LW-Vdf(Y) 
p 2 aM 0 b 2 aM R 2g*' , 
where 
f(y) =!!vd _y~)F(O'O)(v) • 





We introduce the "overlap" variable s - a combination 
of Cp and N which depends only on the scaling variable y: 
( 
aF(O,O»)Vd 
s=if(y)l-Vd 2--- =ldg*Cp(S2N)Vd. (37) 
ay 
By inverting this relation, one may obtain y as a func-
tion of the overlap s. The variable wand the momentum 
variables Q can be expressed by 
_us (l )l/v f(y) 
W-l" 2 J1 2(aF(0,O)lay) ' (38) 
_ v( f(y) )V 
Q-ql(NS2) 2(aF(0,0)lay) (39) 
None of these equations involves the scale AI' We will 
find below that the absence of Al is a general feature of 
our expressions. 
In computing bare quantities the factors J1 obviously 
have to cancel, and A occurs only as a factor in S2' 
Thus our theory involves only the excluded volume pa-
rameters S2 and the microscopic length l, as does 
Flory's theory of excluded volume effects. 26a (Further, 
as in Flory's theory, l should vary only gradually with 
temperature. ) 
For readers familiar with the theory of magnetic 
phase transitions we include a plot showing the relation 
between the "magnetic" variables (M, t) and the polymer 
variables (Cz,N) using the mean-field (d=4) valuesf(y) 
=y +1/6; aF(O,O)lay =1/2 (Fig. 5). 
We can now write the scaling laws for the scattering 
functions I. We start by expressing each I function in 
terms of the bare vertex functions as in Eq, (25). Then 
we express each of the vertex functions in scaling form, 
using the scaling law Eq. (28) and the necessary factors 
to convert from rR's to rb's as in Eq. (27). The I func-
tions can then be simplified by combining some prefac-
tors in w, S2, etc. Finally, we eliminate wand y in 
favor of N and the overlap s, using the implicit rela-
tions (37) and (38). The result is a scaling formula for 
each scattering function I in which (for fixed overlap s) 
all the N dependence has been made explicit. The de-
pendence on q, Cp , and N has been reduced to a scaling 









FIG. 5. Polymer variables N, Cz, and s plotted against the 
magnetic variables M and t, using the mean field approxima-
tion. 
(41) 
_( f(y) )Z-Vd 
gO(a) (Q, S) = 2( aF(O, 0) lay) 
x [[Fg'/)(Q, -Q,y)j2 _F(2,0)(Q _Q ,)1 (42) 
F1~\2)(Q,-Q,Y) (a) , ,)J' 
where y(s) is defined impliCitly by Eq. (37L The end-
point scattering functions obey 
Ie(q, Cp, N) = 4 C;ld(S2N)Vdg *ge(Q, s) , 
iea(q, Cp, N) = 4Cpl
d(S2N)"d g*gea(Q, s) , 




These scaling laws for the I functions are the central 
rebult of this work. Again, the renormalization sym-
metry is expressed in the structure of Eqs. (40), (41), 
(43), and (44). The explicit form of the scaling func-
tions 9 and the value of the exponent v are more de-
tailed properties of the renormalized field theory. 
These are universal and are uniquely (if implicitly) de-
fined by the field theory, independently of details of the 
system, and they can be computed approximately, 
Thus, for example, in mean field theory 
1 1 
90(Q,S) Q2+1/(2s)+t' 9a (Q,S)=Q2+1/(2s)' (45') 
The details of the system enter only in the scale factors 
land S2' 
We want to add some remarks on the range of validity 
of these equations. Above, we have stressed that we 
are concerned with length scales large compared to l 
and A-I. If the average distance between different links 
is to fulfill this condition we have to restrict ourselves 
to dilute solutions of very long chains. We therefore 
expect these results to be correct in the limit N» 1; 
Cz« Z-d, Ad; and q« Z-l, A [which corresponds to the 
critical region t"" 0, M "" 0 (Fig. 5)], 26b Experimentally 
it is found27 that in good solvents universal power laws 
hold for N ~ 100 monomers and almost all concentra-
tions. 
The general laws have not yet been tested experimen-
tally. Rather, experiments concentrate on certain lim-
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iting regions, In the next section we evaluate the gen-
eral laws in some limits of interesL This can be done 
with the help of further information. 
V. SPECIAL LIMITS 
A. Single chain limit 
To obtain this limit we assume the existence of a 
virial expansion, i. e., of an expansion for the free en-
ergy and expectation values in powers of Cp for finite 
fixed N. From Eqs, (33), (35), and (22) we find for 
small M5 and fixed!; that Cp - Cz - M~. Therefore the 
existence of the virial expansion is equivalent to the 
analyticity in M~ of the vertex functions for t > 0 (Grif-
fiths analyticity). Obviously for Cp - 0 the correlation 
functions 'tend to their autocorrelation parts and, start-
ing with M5 terms, both fo and Ie are proportional to Cp 
in that limit. We find 
lim ~ Io(q, Cp,N) =rds2vd (g*t1N 2-Vd 
cp-o p 
(46) 
Performing the same steps on Ie> we recover a single-
chain limit without a prefactor in N: 
lim ~ Ie(q, Cp,N)=4~e[ql(NS2n • 
cro p 
(47) 
Defining the radius of gyration as the negative Laplacian 
of the logarithm of fa, R2 = - ~.lnla(q, Cp, N) 1.=0, we im-
mediately find 
(48) 
which matches the empirical scaling law mentioned in 
the introduction. In the next order of the virial expan-
sion, we find scaling laws for the second virial coeffi-
cients; for instance, we may obtain the compressibility 
10 (q=O): 
10 (0, Cp,N) =CpN2[9~1) +~Cpldg*(S2N)"d9~2) + tJ(C;)], (49) 
where the universal numbers 9~1), 9~2) are derivable 
from 90(Q, s) [Eq. (42)]. Similarly, the correlation 
length ~ of the full scattering function 10 can be written 
~ '" [ - ~.lnfo(q, Cp, N) 1.=0]1/2 
=l(NS?n~(l) +~Cpldg*(S2N)"d~(2) +O(C;)] , (50) 
where ~(1), ~(2) are also obtained from 90(Q,S), together 
with the definition of Q [Eq, (39)], The quantity ~N29~1) 
represents the second moment (N2) of the length distri-
bution in our ensemble, -as is easily seen from the defi-
nition of Ia' Using Eqs. (49) and (50) and similar rela-
tions for other quantities, we can define a number of 
experimentally accessible universal ratios. By way of 
example we mention one expression28 which can be de-
termined from Io(q, Cp, N) alone: 
~-d(C =0)[(8
2
/8C:)Io] =(~(1)tdg*9~2) (51) 
p (8fo/8Cp) .=cp=o ~ • 
In the (4- d) ('" E) expansion this has the value - Er/8 
+ tJ(E2 ), as can be deduced from Eqs. (27"), (40), and 
(45a). 
B. Limit of large s 
We may realize the limit of large s by letting N - ~ 
as Cz remains constant, thereby preserving the condi-
tion that ct» 10 This is known as the semidilute re-
gime. A general statement of the behavior of the cor-
relation function for the n = 0 mOdel has not yet been 
found, In the limit N - ~ we approach the magnetization 
curve (see Fig. 5) where for n? 2 new (Goldstone) sin-
gularities are found. With convincing argument miss-
ing, we make the simplest possible hypothesis. We as-
sume that nO new dominant singularity appears at the 
magnetization curve, and that the leading power of N in 
the limit N - ~, Cz *- 0, fixed, is given by mean field 
theory, Eq, (45'L 29 This implies for instance that 
fo(q, Cp, N) tends to some finite value 
Io(q, Cp,N)- CzS21(CzS21dg*)1/(l-Vd)9~[ql(CzS21dg*)v/(1-"d)] , 
(52) 
where 




C Z fixed (53) 
Thus 





~_1(CzS21dg*)"/(1-Vd)[ - ~k In9~(k) Ik=ojI/2 • (54) 
The power laws for fo(O, Cp, N) and ~ have first been giv-
en by Daoud et aL 14 They are supported by experimenL 
Again we can construct universal ratios like 
~-dlo(~?, N) _ g*9~(0)[ _ ~k In9~(k) 10]-d/2 
z 
- ~ 1T2(+ O(E2) • (55) 
Results for the other scattering functions can be de-
rived in a corresponding fashion, 
C. Behavior for large momentum transfer 
For momenta in the range ~-l« q « A the behavior of 
the scattering functions can be studied by field-theoretic 
methods. We use Weinberg's theorem3o on the large-
momentum behavior of Feynman diagrams to identify 
those diagrams which contribute to the leading terin. 
We prove in Appendix B. I that the leading diagrams in 
Io(q, Cp, N) are of the type of autocorrelation diagrams. 
We therefore conclude that 10 and Cpia become equal in 
this limit: 
Io(q,Cp,N)=Cpia(q,Cp,N)~+O(*, q\)) , (56) 
The interpretation of this result is obvious, It implies 
that in a semidilute solution there exists a range of dis-
tances large compared to the scale of the microscopic 
structure, where still the probability of finding two 
monomers on the same chain dominates that for finding 
two monomers on different chains, 
The asymptotic behavior of Io(q, Cp, N) can be worked 
out with the help of the short-distance expansion. 31 This 
method assumes that a product of, two operators local-
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ized at neighboring points in space can be expanded in a 
sum of local operators. We give an example: 
cl(r - x/2)cp2(r +x/2) = C1 (x)cp2(r) + C2(x)cp4(r) + •• '. (57) 
The coefficients c/(x) are number-valued functions. In 
Appendix B. II we use this method to find the asymptotic 
behavior of Io(q, CM N): 
Io(q, Cp,N)-a1S'21C/(lqt1/v 
r,(aF(O, 0»)-1 l2B/ (vd-1) 
+a2LI --a;;-- C/ldg*S2J (ql)(r-2)/v , 
(58) 
where a1 and a2 are undetermined numerical coeffi-
cients, and /'= vd - 2{3. The exponents of both terms 
are approximately equal, the next corrections being 
about a factor of q-2 smaller. The coefficients a1 and 
a2 can be calculated from renormalized perturbation 
theory, where a2 is found to vanish in lowest order. 
The large momentum behavior of the end-point cor-
relation functions is well known. 32 We here recall the 
result, expressed in polymer variables: 
VI. CONCLUSION 
We have extended the renormalized theory of a poly-
mer solution to include the experimentally measured 
scattering functions. The theory predicts the scaling 
laws of Eqs. (40), (41), (43), and (44), which constrain 
the dependence of the scattering on q, Cp, and N. The 
field theory also allows us to infer the behavior of the 
scaling functions f/(Q, s) for large or small Q and for 
small overlap s. We have also suggested a plausible 
behavior for large s. U sing these results we obtained 
the power laws of Eqs. (48)-(50) for the compressibili-
ties and correlation lengths for small overlap. At large 
overlap these quantities are given by Eqs. (53') and (54). 
The leading power behavior for all these equations has 
been verified experimentally. 11 The dominant behavior 
at high q is predicted in Eq. (58). This is also consis-
tent with experiments. 27 Reference lOb even hints that 
the second term in Eq. (58) may be visible. Beyond 
these leading power laws, the field theory can predict 
the functional form of the scaling functions il. Once the 
il are calculated, they can be compared with experiment 
by measuring dimensionless ratios such as Eqs. (51) 
and (55). Our calculation of the il functions is in prog-
ress. 
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APPENDIX A: FIELD-THEORETIC REPRESENTATION OF THE SCATTERING FUNCTIONS 
We prove that with the definitions [cf. Eqs. (4) and (14») 
H=Ho+Hr+ j ddX!;(X)()(x) , 
£[cp,!;) =L[cp) +~ j ddX !;(X)cp2(X) , 
we have 
n 
Z[H) = ~i_~ J n d[cp" (x») e-.c[~,O • 
The basic tool is the following lemma. 5 We define 
r N 
f/(N; qo,' •• ,qr;jll 0 •• ,jr-1) = (4l21TtN(d/2)jddXO • •• ddXN expL i L qpXjp - ~l L (xn -Xn_1)2) , ,- p=O n=1 
o = j 0 < j 1 ::5 ••• ::5 j r-1 ::5 j r = N . 
It is found by Gaussian integration that 
g(N; qo, ••• ,jr-1) = (21T)d1id(~ qp) exp[_l2 ~ (~qay (jp+1 - jp)] • 
We now sketch the proof of Eq. (A2), using the one-chain contribution, 
A - aZ[H) I 
= al2h~/2 hO=O' 
as an example: 
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We write 
(A6) 
and we expand in powers of Y and f: 
'" '" ()a+B a B 
A = Z-d ~ ~ 0!~f3! 2a J ddq1 ••• ddqza+B!J Y(ql')od(qr +qa+l') U f(qza+o)g({;, q1'" qZa+o) , (A7) 
where 
Ordering the j's and applying the lemma with qo = q, = 0, we find 
g(t;q1"'qza+B)= L t L (21T)dOd(Lqp\ exp{-~rt+lZ(tqp(U»)Z](jp+1_jp)}, (A9) 
P (Za+B) N=O O<il .. •• • .. jZ",+B .. N 1 p=o ~ u=O 
where the first sum ranges over all permutations P of {l, 2, .' . , (20! + f3)}. 
integrals, assuming that both33 t and lZq~ are small. This yields 
Next we transform the summations into 
( 
\ Z",+B p Z -1 
g(t, q1 ' •• qZa+B) = (21T)dOd L qp) ~ IT [t + lZ(~ qP(U»)] , (AlO) 
or 
x II (fi f(qp(za+o)~ U ~t)rZ +(~ quYr (All) 
This expression can be represented by the sum of all Feynman diagrams with one polymer line, propagators 
[(t)/lz +qZ]-1, four-point vertices of the type r 4Y(q), and a two-point vertex t(q)rz. This concludes our sketch of 
the proof of Eq. (A2), 
To include auto correlations, we introduce a second n-component field qJ' into the Lagrangian, with its own h~ and 
t'(x) parameters. The qJ' field interacts exactly like the original qJ field; thus the Lagrangian!! for the whole sys-
tem becomes 
The autocorrelation (Ii PI (x )PI (x'» can then be expressed as 
1· l' [h~ onwn[.c]] 1m 1m -;:I2h' 01-/( )01-/( ') • 
h6-0 n-O 0 b X b X 
APPENDIX B: CORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
LARGE MOMENTUM 
I. Proof of Eq. (56) 
The proof is based on Weinberg's theorem. 30 The 
asymptotic behavior of a diagram D(q) up to log(q) fac-
tors is given by D(q)-qT;(w), where I(w)=supSCDw(s) and 
w(s)=dL(s) -2l(s). Here L(s) and LIs) are the number 
of loops and the number of internal lines of the subdia-
gram s. The symbol s represents any connected sub-
diagram of D which contains all external vertices with 
nonvanishing momentum (essential subdiagrams). 
Let :Da[:D] denote the set of all diagrams contributing 
to r!Z,Ol [r(Z,Ol]: :D=:DaU(:D-:Da). An essential subdia-
gram contains both qJz insertions and has E external 
legs. Using well-known topological relations we find 




The leading contribution to :Do arises from E = 2. All 
essential subdiagrams of D in (:D - :Da) have E = 4. 
Therefore the large - q contribution from :D -:l)a is dom-
inated by that of :l)a' As usual, the argument hotds order 
for order in the loop expansion. This proves our state-
ment for the irreducible part. The reducible part can 
be treated in the same way, 
II. The large-momentum behavior of lo(q,Cp,N) 
Treating r~,1)(q, -q, t,M) first, we apply the operator 
product expansion in the form 
qJ",(q)lqJI2(_q)=C1(q, /.L)qJa(0)+C3(q, /.L)qJa(O)!qJ(OW. (B2) 
Substituting this ansatz into r1L,N')(q,0, •• • 0; -q,O, 
... 0; t) we find 
r~L,N')(q, 0 •.. 0; -q, 0···0; t)=C1(q, /.L)r~L-l,N')(O •• • 0; t) 
(L-l,N'-ll 
+C3(q, /.L)r"S,R (O .. ·O;t). (B3) 
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The equations of motionl7 for a cp4 theory show that 
r(L-l,N'-l)(O. 0,0' t) is proportional to r(L-l,N')(O· 0' 0' t) 
q,3,R ' . R, , 
and we therefore fwd 
r(L,N')(q,O •. • 0; -q,O·, ·O;t) 
=c(q, J.t)r(L-l,N')(O·.· 0; t) , (B4) 
Use of the scaling laws for M =0 yields 





Equations (B3) and (B4) hold only if primitively diver-
gent vertex functions do not appear on the right-hand 
side; this excludes N' = 4, L:S 1 and N' = 2, L:s 2. To 
evaluate r(!,4) and r(!,2) we increase L by differentiat-
ing with respect to t, apply Eqs. (B5) and (B6), and in-
tegrate back. The integration constants give rise to ad-
ditional terms, which have to be analyzed with the help 
of the scaling laws. We find 
r11,4)(q; - q, 0, 0, 0; t) 
( )
(!IV)(2Y-Vd-ll 
= c(q, /J.)r~,4)(Oo , ·0; t) + l-dal ! 
r11,2)(q; -q,O;t) 
=c(q lI)r(O,2)(0 0' t) +a !L +a !L ( )
(Y_l)IV ()(Y-2)IV 
,,... R " 2 /J. 3 /J. 
(B7) 
(B8) 
Substituting these results into Eq, (22), we find aft~r 
some straightforward manipulations 
F(!,l)(Q, _ Q, y) =ap,l)Q(r-l)lv +a~l,l)f(Y)Q-llv 
+aF,l)Q(!lv)(2Y-Vd-l) +ail,l)yQ(Y-Z)lv. 
(B9) 
The asymptotic behavior of r1o,2) can be taken from the 
literature. 32 For the discussion of r}f'O) we use the re-
lation 
Proceeding in the same way as above, we find 
8F(O,O) 
F(2,O)(Q, _ Q, y) =af2,O) --a:;;- Q-llv +a~2,O)Q(Y-2)lv 
(B10) 
+na~2, O)yQ(l Iv) (vd-3) + nai2, 0) Q(l Iv) (v4-2) 
(Bll) 
The last two terms vanish in the limit n- 0. Note that 
these results can also be derived with the help of the 
Callan-Symanzik equations for a massive theory. 
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